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the four of us – maya brisley, stuart brisley, sanja perovic and tony white
– are seated at both sides of a narrow, wooden refectory table in stuart
and maya brisley’s home in east london. it is 17 june 2013. this is the first of
several conversations intended to explore how stuart brisley has used the
french republican calendar01 in works that date back to the late 1960s,
and trying to use the calendar as a means to produce new ways of looking at his work. during this period a number of brisley’s works have used
or referenced the ten-day duration of the republican calendar’s decimal
week; although this aspect of his work has been critically overlooked to
date02.
sanja perovic has recently published a book on the republican calendar,
whilst tony white is researching a work of prose fiction that reflects on
this aspect of brisley’s work, and this conversation has been convened as
part of that research. we will speak for a couple of hours and by the time
you read this our conversation will have been edited and condensed for
publication alongside two london exhibitions of stuart brisley’s work, at
domobaal and at mummery + schnelle.
further, as part of these exhibitions stuart brisley will create a new
ten-day performance between 21-30 november, entitled before the mast.
the dates of this new work correspond to the month of frimaire on the
republican calendar. as the third month of the republican year (which
begins03 on 22 september), frimaire is meant to evoke the cold of novemberdecember04
sb
there are two simultaneous exhibitions in private galleries, and they both
represent me and are collaborating. one involves painting and photography, as a medium, and the other painting, and then there’s a work which,
i suppose in my mind there’s the idea of ten days05, related to other works
i’ve made using ten days as a vehicle.
mb
because actually up until now you’ve used ten days as a measure, but it’s
really never been publicly explored. so we thought that this was a good
moment.

sb
i started it originally because – anyway it’s a long story, but to cut it very short – at some stage i stopped making work altogether. i had to think, well, what
am i doing? am i giving up or becoming a gardener or what? and i decided i would continue, and then i became really interested in ideas of the everyday and
so i started to think about, well, what do human beings do, they breathe and sleep and so forth, and so i started with that idea and the ten day thing came
up largely because i started to work with food and i needed a period of time when food showed signs of rotting. and that started the whole thing, really.
mb
and it goes with your republican position.
sb
i’d lived in the states for about five years, and i came back to england and it was a very depressing event. we’re talking about 1964, and so when i came
back it was like everything shrinking. like england is so full of small and intimate, you know, rather limiting features. coming back was like that, and my
work literally came to a stop. and in a sense i was thinking of things that couldn’t be made. it was part of that period when dematerialisation was taking
place. time comes into it, in that period. anyway i was thinking well maybe i need to escape from gravity in some way, this is kind of ridiculous, and it came
to a stop, and i stopped. and then two years after having left the states i began to think about day-to-day things, which became activities, live activities
involving body and time.
mb
and politics, and ideology as well. you also said in the past that you’ve always been very interested in this notion of measuring; a space in which things
are done.
sb
yes, all of that was opening up as well of course, and time became important in relation to that. a ten day period. actually i made a work that was not ten
days, that was called 180 hours06. that meant just being in a place for 180 hours, so it was open all the time. what happened was that without really thinking about it i had subjected myself to conditions which involved challenging my own psychology in a way, my own sense of myself, because of the way time
shifted and changed, you know the perception of time changed. and that became an important feature, alongside this use of things like food and so forth.
so in a sense it challenged me, and also it took me to the edge of something. the edge of what i could imagine. why i was doing this. it actually forced me,
in the middle of it, to somehow come to terms with things that i hadn’t ever thought of. that was important too. it’s like the frame is there, but it offers
the opportunity for time to actually shift and change, and for conceptions of what one did to change as well. for example, what eventually evolved out of
all that was the sense that this involves other people. people are coming to this. and if it’s a long period of time it breaks certain patterns of expectations
and notions of what art is. for example, with something that lasts ten days, people will come maybe for half an hour, or maybe they come for two hours, or
maybe they come for ten minutes, or maybe they open the door then close it again and go away. nobody is going to be there for ten days except me, probably.
now, what actually happened in the middle of all that, because of the nature of being engaged in something, was that i would lose a sense of time. you
know as a child when you’re in school and you’re writing something you lose complete sense of where you are, and of time, but the teacher sees that you’re
actually not there, that you’re somewhere else, and comes along and raps you round the head, and you’re brought back to the reality of time passing. so
within the performance action situation is this condition where you lose that sense of time because of really being involved. you’ve actually gone into
a space where time shifts and you don’t have the consciousness of it passing, necessarily. and it’s that. and what i discovered was that the most critical
moments seemed to be when i became aware that the audience were gripped. and they were gripped where nothing was happening; the action or the lack
of action of the performance. there’s a joining, a collective interaction. and my speculation about this was that as soon as i became aware of that it was
going to go, it was going to be lost. so the mere fact of becoming conscious of it is a way of actually indicating its loss. so these engagements with people
coming and going, would themselves come and go, the structure would come and go within the broad frame of a period of time.
the other thing that the structure enabled me to do was one hour before the end i could write on the wall, ‘this is a failure’07. i could stop it, but i could
stay there for the last hour. because what is the nature of success in relation to this activity? i wanted to take away from the notions of success in relation to the whole thing.
i did a work in berlin over a christmas period08, and various things happened. i did it in what had been a commercial space, which meant that the heating
went off at five o’clock, because it had been set to do that. so i spent several days in a place that got really cold. and a few days after i’d finished that work
i got the most excruciating sciatic pain. a friend referred me to a doctor, and he was an old man, this is 1974, and he asked what i had been doing? and i
told him, ‘well, i’ve spent ten days not eating and giving my food to other people.’ and he said, ‘do you know about the hunger artists?’ i hadn’t read kafka’s
‘hunger artist’ at the time, and he said, ‘when i was a young doctor i used to treat hunger artists. some of my patients were hunger artists.’ in that period
from the twenties into the thirties, people would exhibit themselves and earn their living by starving in front of other people. so he immediately referred
what i’d done to that, which was fairly extraordinary.
and this is something that happens. it’s not particularly related to ten days, but over long periods of time things like that actually happen. which is what
makes dealing with a period of time so fascinating for me, because within it suddenly you find yourself jumping beyond what your intentions were in the
first place, and it becomes something else. and this suddenly connected me, connected the work, to an historical continuum.
mb
there’s this desire for a change, isn’t there? change in the bigger sense, in the sense of a society. and so this ten days is also an offering to the audience
to think about it. it’s a proposal for change.

sb
yes, that’s right. it’s really fascinating in relation also to an audience, whether it’s a crowd, or whether its a mob, or the hierarchies of bodies of people
doing things, and social order, or being outside it, like in turkey at the moment. sometimes, not always, but sometimes this would happen: that the engagement would actually produce conditions that jump one outside the frame of what one is doing. almost as though one is back on day one, if you see what
i mean. it’s almost like an entry into day one of the revolutionary period, at least by implication.
mb
also when there is this, let’s say, ten days – because that’s the unit you use – the space in which the work is done becomes public in more than one way.
where people begin to come and go. you begin to see the same people are coming back two days later. it’s like an agora, and that in itself becomes a political
concept. this idea of coming and going, exchanging what is there, looking at it, and then talking to other people. often i’ve witnessed this in your work,
the same people begin to come and go, and talk about things, and that then marks a paradigm shift. because they are no longer only thinking about the
work of art as a closed form. it begins to leak out.
sb
but this has happened in all kinds of ways. i don’t want to give you one example after another, it’s so boring, but there are all these different conditions in
which different things happen, which are actually relatively riveting at the time. but, you know, what is the residue? what is left afterwards is the memory.
so at certain times i’ve done things, one or two things, which were notorious for a long period of time, and they still come up every now and again, forty
years later, and the memory changes. maybe it’s inarticulate to start with. or it becomes certain, which means it’s probably already a fiction. it begins to
fade. so one’s left with certain kinds of imagery, and other people’s memories. some of which are entirely false. and my memories are subject to falsity in
the same way. so it’s a really strange phenomenon to try and cope with, when the work explodes in this way and there is no reference to it afterwards.
what’s interesting about the book that tony is writing09, or a text of some sort, is maybe an exposition where this actually becomes part of what you can
write about. through the lens of the ten days, and the calendar, et cetera. it opens up a whole other set of things than, you know, i did this, and this
happened.
mb
and also when the work is expanded in that way, when the space takes the public form, rather than just being in public, i think that then offers this shift,
where as you say it becomes generative.
tw
another interesting aspect of what stuart was just talking about is that the documentation of those events was necessarily scant, and necessarily compromised, and barely reflects any of those processes. so it’s very interesting having maya in the conversation here, because maya photographed stuart’s last ten
day work10 at peer11. how do you decide when to press the shutter?
mb
there’s something interesting in doing this, because it’s the domain of visual arts, loosely speaking. so there is a given structure of ten days, which relates
to the republican calendar, it relates to the monarchy, and republicanism and so on, but the work itself is actually loose. it’s almost liquid, these things
are not easy to locate. you don’t know always what’s happening in a ten day work, because visually it’s almost like a formlessness. it has this liquidity. so,
when you’re on the outside looking in, which is what i have done, you have to also make your own proposition. you have to almost reevaluate what is going on and that’s really interesting because what is then going on, is that you are also called to action in some way, you’re also having to make it yourself.
and i think that itself is a proposition for a change. and i think that’s what you’re always challenged to do. so, for example in these photographs, they
are dissolving all the time. there isn’t a concrete final formulation and i think that the lack of an ending is the other really interesting aspect of it. and
that’s why it’s interesting in relation to what happened with this calendar. that it literally fizzled out. you don’t know how it ended, because there are still
residues. did it end? what is it that you think you are looking at? and what is the aesthetic form that we might be talking about? and i think that i then
gradually make certain decisions and then the images begin to formulate what those ideas might be. but the recording is not a historical documentation,
since the work is so liquid in itself. it becomes much more about ideas rather than the keeping of time.
sb
and this was really the way these works tend to go. they start with a concept which can be very much rooted in the everyday. the title can be banal, and
my own idea about it is banal as well, and it’s only through the process and through this engagement that it actually becomes something more than just
that, and opens up in various ways. and to me as an individual it is important to do this, because of the way this thing breaks open and becomes collective12.
tw
in focusing on the everyday – and i’m saying this having been part of various audiences for your works over the years – you create a space that is actually
a point of rupture or disruption for the audience; that completely takes them out of the everyday.
sb
yes, but i can’t know that.
sp
of course the original republican calendar also tried to change the everyday. in failing to change people’s experiences of time, the calendar bears witness
to this idea of the everyday. you try to change the everyday, but you don’t change it in the end. what you have, though, is a calendar that remains as an
ideology of change. i think that it’s only once you try an experiment like this, that you really get a concept of the everyday falling out of it. because people
don’t think about the everyday, until they become self-reflexive, and i think the calendar generated this awareness, of how everyday life resists this type of
change. historically it was interesting because when it was abolished to go back to a gregorian calendar, the catholic church came back and there was
a kind of return to tradition.

it is almost as if tradition is not there at the origins, but is only perceived as such as an outcome, because you don’t have a concept of something that’s the
everydayness of habits and tradition that you can’t change, that won’t change, until you try to do something as radical as this.
instead of background, it becomes the foreground. because one of the interesting things is that calendars change very slowly, and time if it’s going to
change, changes imperceptibly and synchronises us in different ways. once you try to do something consciously, this gap between intention and experience
opens up, the horizons of experience end up being so different from what the intention was. and that’s something that’s just, i think, fundamental to the
revolutionary experience, that it’s not synchronic. what you intend doesn’t happen. and on a more general level, how does one understand events?
in my book13s (which is not always popular with historians), i have tried to use the calendar not to give a historical reading of the french revolution, not
thinking of events as something that are in the past, rather how they were experienced in the present, when the present was still open to other futures. so
how can you reactivate a moment in time? a term that i’ve heard people use is the idea of a lyric, a lyric experience of the event, which expresses the longing
or expectation of a certain future but also an awareness of likely failure, as paul de man put it. this is different from the historical approach that always
wants to keep whatever’s past in the past, where there’s a distinction with the present and the future is already known.
mb
so more like an epic poem in a way? it’s more like a location for desire.
sp
and what is year one? how can you understand year one, and these repeated invocations of a year one? they’re not historical dates. they can’t map onto
history very well. it’s not 1789. it’s not 1917. but the idea is that there is a kind of lyric potential in this way of thinking about historical time. so one of the
challenges i guess, is when you try to do something so radical and it fails, how do you then reinterpret that effort?
sb
i suppose, in order to comfort myself, i called them – for a period of time – i called them models. you know: this is a model of something.
mb
we don’t just want to reminisce about the past. what’s the point? is it just a utopian thing that children do, or what is it that we are really talking about?
and of course, that absolutely and directly relates to art, because people often see this sort of work as by-the-by. it’s like, ‘ah yes, you do that as well, but
it’s not for real, really! ’and of course it is. and that brings us to the position of the bourgeoisie and the perceptions of culture, which is also absolutely
and directly related to this.
sp
yes, and i think it’s interesting, just generally, to unpack the logic. throughout the eighteenth-century there were atheists but there were fewer regicides,
but breaking that link between god and kingship, that’s why the ten day week was instituted. for sylvain maréchal14, the man who first invented the idea
of a revolutionary calendar (the almanach des honnêtes gens, 1788), the calendar was supposed to be both anti-christian and anti-monarchical. because
he was a radical egalitarian, he turned to time, in effect saying well as long as you’ve got unequal divisions of time, where you’ve got more-special days,
and less-special days, and also people who represent the special days in front of other people, as long as you have all that, you won’t have an absolutely
egalitarian society. so i think the role of performance is essential, and you have this kind of flat calendar where every day is the same. so maréchal’s calendar was intended as a critique of what the church does when it performs in front of the laity. in addition, his idea of an egalitarian society is very much
inspired by jean-jacques rousseau’s critique of the society of the spectacle (in his lettre à d’alembert sur les spectacles)15. rousseau had the same idea, that
for an egalitarian society there should be no object of performance. and when they actually did institute the calendar there is a kind of carnivalesque
moment, which offended bourgeois sensibility.
mb
this is what bakhtin says, in relation to carnival, where everything is at the same level, it kind of all comes together? because it’s raw as well. it’s kind of
raucous, and its language is also rough.
sp
yes, although i would say that in this case, funnily enough, the elite supported calendar reform. they thought it was just obvious that you impose a metric
system, that you change time, you change space, you change language. when it got raucous, that’s when there was a split between the more festive enactment of this calendar, versus the rational, scientific vision endorsed by the elite.
mb
when you look at this you get that sense because it’s linked to time in terms of seasons, you immediately get this sense of carnivals, festivals, and so on.
and by its nature it’s linked to the street instead of the interior space.
sp
year ii witnessed a number of mascarades, street festivals which depicted effigies of the king and queen, made priests ride donkeys backwards, and dragged
all kinds of religious insignia through the mud. 16sylvain maréchal is famous for writing a play in year ii, called the last judgement of all kings, and there’s
a volcano that explodes and kills all the kings! but what makes his work for the theatre interesting is that he always involved audience participation, and
that broke all the rules of theatre at the time. and he also wrote an opera17 that involved the audience and went so against the taste of that time that
shortly after the radical moment of year ii, he was immediately rejected from the literary canon.
i’m interested in concepts of the public sphere, and what makes both the calendar reform and maréchal’s theatrical experiments an unpopular project by
the end is this idea of an embodied public sphere. there’s a preference, very soon, for individualism, interacting with people as individuals, through writing,
rather than through stage: indoors rather than outdoors.

what gets rejected is an ideal that comes out of the enlightenment, that’s quite radical, that relates to performance art and is probably inspired by rousseau, which is the idea that you can have a festival and a performance without a reference point.
but the difference i would say between then and now, a fundamental difference which i also think is interesting, compared to where we are today, is how
overdetermined, in a way, the revolutionary imagination was. and how symbolically saturated they tried to make the calendar. and one of its failures,
really, is that it failed to deal with the emergence of a more modern understanding of time and also the meaning of symbolism. it is interesting that the
term ‘dematerialisation’ was mentioned earlier. something like this, although of course in a different sense, is also happening at the end of the eighteenth
century. so i think there is a way you can relate the failure of calendar reform to art’s history, to developments in art history, in which what gets lost is
that allegorical imagination that is so prominent at the beginning of the revolution. so, sylvain maréchal is an anarchist. he might be like a performance
artist in some sense, but it’s in a world where there is still an assumed transparency between the symbol and the meaning.
mb
that’s interesting in relation to this, because the authorities are against performance. and it’s all to do with this issue, to do with this confrontation about
public space, what it is and what it means. they don’t want people in these streets, do they? what they want is buildings, of ideology and authority. i think
that kind of split is what we are talking about. that’s what stuart has been doing all this time. that sort of escaping. also i think from our perspective,
performance as an idea is always limited in contemporary public discourse, in relation to making a performance, so i think it’s really important to release
it from this constriction.
sb
we were invited to speak at a conference recently and the essential issue came up, that performance is a minor activity, which assists in the health and the
continuity of painting! the hierarchical structure within the institution was actually premised on that basis. of course, performance is something else, way
beyond being a minor genre. it’s a huge subject. and it’s far more significant, as an idea, in relation to how one sees society, than even to be just limited by
the visual arts.
sp
the same could be said for the attempt to change the calendar, which is also an attempt to change how people interact. so it’s an unmodern project –
this attempt at an embodied, lived experience of an ideal such as equality. because once you read the modern subject as a self-conscious subject, art and
literature begin to reflect this experience and we get the beginnings of romanticism. indeed you can even say that romanticism reflects the ‘subjective’ self
as it is unhinged from any objective order of time. but here you’ve got something that resists that. and what i find fascinating with this idea; you have one
man’s imagination. maréchal has many, many writings that are absolutely boring to read, from our perspective, but for him what was important was to live
the idea. so his literary output doesn’t satisfy aesthetic criteria of innovation or originality, or anything like that, because the whole point is to live the
lifestyle of, in his case, radical equality. and so i would say you’ve got the aesthetic origins of both anarchism and communism in this idea of performing
a lifestyle with friends, here and now, in a way that’s as least self-conscious as possible.
© sanja perovic, tony white, 2013

notes
01
one of the most ambitious decisions taken by the leaders of the french revolution was to abandon the customary way of calculating date and time and
create a new ‘revolutionary’ calendar. the republican calendar was in place from 1793 to 1805. it established a new chronology that marked the foundation of the new republic as the beginning of year i (the calendar was backdated to september 1792 when year i officially began). in an effort to sweep away
history and a centuries-old religious organisation of time, the calendar also replaced the seven-day judeo-christian week with a new ten-day decimal
week called the ‘décade’ (with 10 hour days, and 100 minute hours). months were renamed after the seasons. brumaire was reminiscent of november fog;
germinal recalled the fecundity of an april spring; thermidor the heat of the july sun. thanks to the new calendar, the revolution’s rupture with the past
was to be transformed into a wholly new experience of time, one made according to the joint dictates of nature and reason.
02
it was maya brisley’s idea to uncover and reevaluate the ‘connective tissue’ of ten days and the relationship with the revolutionary calendar in stuart
brisley’s work, and (as here) her contribution and participation has been central to conceptualising and framing this research.
03
the question of where to begin the new year was an important one, and reflects much about the way successful calendars rely on natural parameters
and rhythms to establish themselves. the republican calendar began on the autumn equinox because the moment when day and night occurred in equal
measure was supposed to reflect the moment when the french people became free and equal. it was also the day when the national convention, the official
government of the french republic, opened. but while the fall harvest had always been a festive season in europe, it generally marked the end of summer,
the end of a period of rebirth and regeneration that began in the spring, and not, as the revolutionaries intended, a new beginning. indeed one of the
problems faced by the republican calendar was how to align this quest for a ‘new beginning’ of linear history, with the deeply ingrained, periodic cycles
that marked agrarian cultures. the problem becomes evident if we compare the republican calendar with the church calendar it tried to overturn and
whose syncretic nature captured these agrarian rhythms more successfully. the greatest festivals on the liturgical calendar are preserved for the dead
season and winter (beginning with all saints’ day on 1 november) then working up to christmas, epiphany, lent and culminating in the celebration of easter,
the resurrection of christ, the spring and the beginning of a new agricultural season. in a similar vein many calendars (for example, the chinese or persian
calendars or even the old roman calendar with the ides of march) begin the new year around springtime.
04
how to align the desire for a revolutionary ‘new time’ with cyclical, and natural time, with its periodic ‘regenerations’ was not the only problem faced
by the republican calendar. the months of brumaire/frimaire year ii reflect a further problem of attempting to begin time anew. although new time was
supposed to officially begin on 22 september 1792, the proposal to change calendar time was not formally accepted until 5 october (the calendar was
backdated, instituted in 1793, that is year ii, because it took 8 months to come up with a working proposal). debates continued about what kind of calendar
it should be. gilbert romme proposed a ‘narrative’ calendar which used the 12 months of the year to tell the story of the various auspicious dates of the
revolution, much like the christian calendar tells the story of the birth, death and resurrection of christ. fabre d’eglantine in contrast proposed an
entirely natural calendar in which fruits, vegetables and farming utensils replaced the names of the saints and little or no mention was made of revolutionary history. can material objects alone create a new memory? does rupture imply a new, totalising system, based on a complete forgetting of the past or
is there still room for commemoration and the kind of retrospective analysis that commemoration implies? eventually the revolutionaries opted for fabre
d’eglantine’s entirely natural calendar over and against romme’s narrative history. but this was not the end of the problem. various festivals of reason
that took place during the months of brumaire and frimaire. one of the most famous took place on 10 november 1793 at notre-dame in paris. the church
was re-baptised a temple of reason and a semi-nude actress was ‘unveiled’ to signify the birth of liberty (and to replace the virgin mary as the central icon
of the religious imagination). this living goddess is the forerunner of marianne, the figurehead of the french republic who to this day is modeled on a
living woman (catherine deneuve, laetitia casta and most recently inna shevchenko of the ukrainian feminist protest group femen have all ‘incarnated’ the
french republic). a living woman, rather than a static image, was to encourage people to realise the material basis of reality, thereby making people more
rational. in theory, the living goddesses were to incarnate and make visible a new social bond that was no longer mediated by images – whether of saints,
kings, bishops or gods. in place of images, the people were to be united by bonds of sentiment and reason – in which anybody could play the role of ‘object’
of representation – in a kind of permanent, festive performance.
05
in this conversation, phrases such as ‘ten days’, ‘the idea of ten days’ or ‘the ten days’ refer both to the period of time thus designated, and to the ten-day
week of the republican calendar, which is also referred to in the discussion as ‘the calendar.’
06
180 hours: work for two people, acme gallery, london, 1978
07
zl656395c, gallery house, london, 1972
08
10 days, editions paramedia, berlin, 1973-74
09
since 1999 and alongside his mainstream literary work, tony white has frequently written about the visual arts using fiction rather than the more traditional forms of the essay, review or monograph. past commissions include short stories or prose works exploring works by alison turnbull, bob and roberta smith, alan phelan, heath bunting, liliane lijn, london fieldworks and many more. his recent novella, dicky star and the garden rule (forma) was published alongside a series of works by the artists jane and louise wilson, commissioned to reflect on the twenty-fifth anniversary of the chernobyl disaster.

through a series of conversations in 2011-12, arising from brisley’s the missing text (peer, 2010), stuart and maya brisley approached white to offer this new
critical insight into brisley’s work as the basis of a potential collaboration that might result in an authorised literary and critical work by white, with
which brisley would cooperate, and that explored the relationship with the republican calendar. white proposed a series of ten conversations (of which
this is the first) and a research partnership with dr sanja perovic as the primary framework for undertaking this work, for which he has been awarded
a residency at king’s college london, as part of the creative entrepreneur in residence programme run by creativeworks london and funded by the arts
and humanities research council.
10
next door (the missing subject), peer. london 2010
11
sb: the gallery, peer, had been a shop, owned by the council. next door was another shop, which had been closed for five years, and the gallery were going
to take over the shop in order double the size of their space, which they have now done. peer offered me the opportunity to take up temporary residence
in the abandoned shop over a ten-day period in may 2010. the problem was that the council lost the keys – which is fascinating in itself – and so i couldn’t
get anywhere near to see the state of the place, what was inside, until the day before this thing opened, when this very charming person came and said, ‘i
found the keys.’ so we lifted the shutter and went in, and what was inside was the residues of three bankruptcies: a bookshop, a sign-making shop, and an
electrical retailers. it was packed with rubbish. this was taking place between the last u.k. general election and the formation of the coalition, during the
negotiations for which political parties were going to form an alliance, so the work i did was called the missing text, which was a reference to all the
subjects that the election had somehow mislaid, that had somehow been put on the side. so in my mind the rubbish represented a lot of residue of outmoded
operations et cetera. the monarchy was in my mind, i have to admit, amongst other things, but the whole thing. and the idea was to turn all this over, and
at the same time to have a diary in the gallery, which actually didn’t illustrate anything, but which began to make references. and there was a little hole
through the gallery wall, so you could see through a slot, and then there was the window at the front. so there were two ways of being involved in it.
12
sb: and other things happened. for example, in two works that i’ve done, people with mental health problems have actually featured quite prominently in
the work, in a very interesting way. one in the most cooperative fashion, and the other to make a real, almost like a kind of psychic attack, on everything
that was there at the end of something. and i’ll just describe that to you because the audience, or people, were key to all of this. i did a work called 180
hours: work for two people, but there’s only one person, that’s me. and on the first floor is b, the bureaucrat, more or less, and underneath is a, the person
in the street; civilian, if you like. and so if i was in one space or another i was enacting, as it were, aspects of the one or the other. anyway this went on
for one-hundred-and-eighty hours, but i stopped it one hour before the end, and sat on a chair downstairs. the whole thing was over, and i just sat there.
and at some point in that last hour there was some terrible screaming that took place in the foyer of the acme gallery in sheldon street. and it transpired
that a young woman who was in a psychiatric hospital, but had a sort of day release, had been coming to this work and had somehow – i was told this
later – had come to think that the resolution to this work, was also the resolution to her problems. and she arrived and the thing was over, because i’d
stopped it one hour early. and the screaming was to do with the fact that she’d missed it.
now the second example was in a big british show called arte inglese oggi in milan, in 1976. and i was being a sort of dirty artist as opposed to a clean
one, i was always outside the museum or given another space, and this was inside the arcade near milan cathedral. i don’t know if you know it? it’s an
absolutely gigantic place; huge place. and when i started this work there must have been eight-hundred or a thousand people. i was absolutely petrified!
i mean, when you start a work, it’s like, here i am, and i go over here, and i start, but i’m still just as i was there. nothing is taking place. so you have to
build the thing up. anyway, after two hours most people had gone, but maybe two-hundred people were still there, and i had to have a rest, and as i stopped
somebody started to sing. and this voice, this extraordinary italian singing goes on. and then i thought, well i have to start again. and as soon as i started,
the singing stopped. and i went on for another period of time, i can’t remember how long, and stopped, and the singing started again. so i went over to
the barriers – which were set up in order to give at least some coherence to everything, in order that there was a place for this – and the people are all
crowded round, and, i said, ‘can you tell me what’s going on?’ and they said, ‘yes, it’s all rather amusing. this man is mentally subnormal, and he is singing
to us, telling us what you’ve done.’ and he did that for seventy-four hours. i was there all the time, and he wasn’t there at night, but he was there all the
way through, and every time i stopped he sang. and every time i started to work, he stopped. and this went on. it was absolutely beautiful, in its own way.
		
the work was called homage to the commune, the milan commune, and i worked with a photographer at the time. and the idea was that we would spend a
short time building a structure that resembled or became a wooden rose on a stalk. it didn’t much look like a rose, but it was shaped like one. and the idea
was that if people would lift it, together, it would be an homage to the commune. but i changed it throughout, changed the idea, and i chopped the stalk,
as it were, so the thing came down. and then, at a certain point, i opened these barriers and a man came in on a bicycle, and rode around, and climbed into
the rose. it was the singer. and then everybody came in and the thing was over. so there was no point in anybody lifting this thing, because it had actually
kind of happened in another kind of way altogether.
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sanja perovic, the calendar in revolutionary france: perceptions of time in literature, culture, politics, cambridge: cambridge university press, 2012
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sylvain maréchal (1750-1803)was an atheist, poet, newspaper editor, dramaturge and conspirator in babeuf’s insurrection against the directory. surprisingly
little known today, he was active in almost every phase of the revolution. one of the chief editors of the revolutionary newspaper, les révolutions de paris,
maréchal’s republicanism, militant atheism and egalitarianism placed him at the centre of modern debates about democratic society. converting to atheism
at the age of twenty and re-baptising himself the shepherd sylvain, maréchal produced his first overtly atheistic work, the fragments d’un poème moral
sur dieu in 1780. here all the elements of a revolutionary rupture with the past are in place, down to the date and place of publication: ‘à athéopolis. l’an
premier du règne de la raison.’

maréchal’s more notorious literary productions include his1788 almanach des honnêtes gens a prototype of the revolutionary calendar which erased the
christian time line in favour of a new time line which began in ‘year i of the reign of reason’ and replaced the saints with a panoply of figures that ranged
from materialist philosophers to avowed or suspected atheists to venerable kings. a lifelong atheist and regicide maréchal is often considered as one of
the first anarchist-communists.
his 1791 dame nature à la barre de l’assemblée nationale includes some of the earliest criticisms of the revolutionary state from the radical position, advocating a concrete equality that included a redistribution of property. his hit play of year ii, le jugement dernier des rois, featured an exploding volcano
that killed all of europe’s kings and the pope. he authored the manifesto of equals, the first manifesto describing a radical revolution that called for the
end of all distinctions, ‘between rich and poor, masters and servants, governors and the governed.’
in addition to composing the hymns that were to accompany robespierre’s plans for a decadal festive calendar (with the décadi replacing sunday as the
day of rest), maréchal also wrote a blueprint for a society of men without gods in year vi (culte et loix d’une société d’hommes sans dieu) and in year viii
a dictionnaire des athées anciens et modernes, continued by the astronomer lalande after maréchal’s death.
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rousseau’s 1758 letter is ostensibly a rejoinder to d’alembert’s article in the encyclopédie that had called upon the people of geneva to legalise theatrical
productions in the city (long perceived as an immoral art form). defending the genevans against the ‘corrupting influence of the philosophes’, rousseau
launched a full-scale attack on the vicarious pleasures offered by theatre – and public spectacle more generally – that anticipates in many ways the
arguments of guy debord’s society of the spectacle. central to rousseau’s argument is the claim that theatre leads to discontent because it substitutes a
simulacrum of sentiment in place of real feelings and isolates the spectators from one another. in contrast to the passivity and loss of autonomy that
characterises the theatre-goer, rousseau offers the alternate model of the ‘festival’ in which ‘actors become spectators and vice versa’, and there is no
object of representation beyond this reciprocity. this model of festive reciprocity was to prove very influential for the french revolution, especially in its
experiments in large-scale mass spectacles involving thousands of people.
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to give just one example, one of the first spontaneous festivals of reason took place in the commune of ris, near paris, whose inhabitants replaced their
patron saint with brutus and celebrated a first festival of reason on the 10th day of the second decade of frimaire. in the poster announcing the festival,
its organisers underscored the extent to which all the symbolism associated with the ancien régime had now become detritus, declaring that the procession would include a ‘barrel filled with all the signs of feudalism and religion; in which you will see cats, owls, toads, saints, lizards, crosses, serpents,
cordons bleus and the most odious things that can be imagined. all this will be condemned by reason to be burnt in the public square.’
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maréchal in fact wrote the libretto for two one-act operas. the 1793 fête de la raison depicted a church that was converted into a temple of reason for
the marriage of a rose-girl (by the late eighteenth-century it was the fashion in several regions for girls to be popularly elected to receive a dowry from
the local seigneur who ‘gave up’ his droit de seigneur on account of their impeccable virtue). it also featured a patron saint being rejected in the name
of the décadi, nuns dancing the carmagnole and a curé who vows to go to rome to convert the pope onto a sans-culotte. denys le tyran, which was first
performed on 6 fructidor year ii (23 august 1794) featured a deposed tyrant who becomes a tyrannical schoolmaster in corinth until he is exposed by a
chorus of schoolchildren who sing in rounds (probably encouraging audience participation).
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